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New Book Details How Faith-Driven
Americans Can Deploy Truth to Change the
Direction of our Society in Crisis
Dr. Jeff Myers’ New Masterpiece–“Truth Changes
Everything: How People of Faith Can Transform the
World in Times of Crisis”–Offers Historical Insights on
How Christian Movements Have Changed the World in
the Past, and Can Do it Again Right Now
(Manitou Springs, CO—October XX, 2022) Summit.org, America’s leading organization
equipping young adults in God’s truth and championing a biblical worldview, is
announcing the launch Dr. Jeff Myers’ new book Truth Changes Everything: How
People of Faith Can Transform the World in Times of Crisis from Baker Publishing.
“More than half of Americans of all ages now believe that truth–rather than being
objective for everyone–is up to the individual. This belief holds across all identifiable
social and political groups. Even among churchgoing, self-identified Christians, the
percentage who believe that truth can be known has shrunk to around 50 percent,” said
Dr. Jeff Myers, President of Summit.org and author of Truth Changes Everything. “Ideas
have consequences, and the growing chaos in our society and around the world is the
direct result of this false way of thinking. In the book, I detail when and where we’ve
seen this before, and how truth can combat and defeat this failed philosophy and
restore flourishing and freedom. We know this because it’s already been done before,
and Christians are once again in a unique position to do it again.”

Truth Changes Everything: How People of Faith Can Transform the World in Times of
Crisis shares the stories and breakthroughs of thinkers and doers who committed their
lives to Truth. It demonstrates how faith forms a personal moral code and a
transformational worldview that changes the course of history, and details how world
changers from history–who were committed to God–emerged as history’s best
philosophers, scientists, artists, and educators, especially so in times of great crisis,
when history seemed at its end.
A biblical worldview based on the Bible and the writings of Christian thinkers throughout
history has rested firmly on the idea that Truth can be known. The book revolves around
two goals. The first is to explore the difference between the Truth viewpoint and the
truths viewpoint. The second is to answer the “So what?” question. Why does Truth
matter?
Key Endorsements:
"Pilate's piercing question to Jesus, 'What is truth?' resonates perhaps even more today
than the day he asked it. In Truth Changes Everything, Dr. Jeff Myers answers that
question. What's more, he tells us why what we believe about truth matters so very
much. Readers will be challenged, encouraged, and strengthened by his life-changing
message." Steve Green, president of Hobby Lobby
"Dr. Jeff Myers has a unique gift for communicating the universal, unchanging Truth of
the gospel. This insightful book shows the importance of biblical Truth, traces many
under-appreciated ways in which Christians throughout history have impacted the world
by living out that Truth, and gives practical advice for influencing our neighbors with the
Truth that sets us free." Jim Daly, president of Focus on the Family
"Dr. Jeff Myers skillfully demonstrates how Christians' manifestation of God's surpassing
goodness in all facets of life and civilization provides powerful evidence for the Truth of
Christianity and the Bible, on which our faith is based. This Truth, indeed, changes

everything, and in the best way imaginable." Hugh Ross, astrophysicist; founder and
president of Reasons to Believe
"As an actor and filmmaker, I love good stories. And my friend Dr. Jeff Myers' book Truth
Changes Everything is bursting with fascinating true stories of people who loved Jesus
so much they could not help but change the world in everything from science to the arts.
No matter how tough times are, we can do the same. If your faith and sense of purpose
need a boost, I encourage you to pick up this book right away." Kirk Cameron, actor
and filmmaker.”
###
About Summit Ministries — Founded in 1962 Summit Ministries’ mission is to equip
and support rising generations to embrace God’s truth and champion a biblical
worldview. Summit’s iconic two-week conferences for young adults have trained tens of
thousands of today’s business innovators, cultural influencers, government officials, and
church leaders. Its books and training courses equip hundreds of thousands of people a
year to be confident in biblical truth.

